
H2H3 RUN #417 – 4th August 2019 

LOCATION:  North Side of Chom Phol Road 800 m from Klong Road Roundabout 

Google Map Link:  https://goo.gl/maps/k1cAMZyVvnRsxfyX6 

GPS Coordinates:  N 12.672180, E 99.936332 

Hares:  Dave the Rave & Sodomy 

Hash Snacks:  Dave the Rave 

Tax Collector:  Tinks 

Ice Man:  Mudman 

Hash Scribe: Tinks 

NUMBER OF HASHERS: 30 

Pre-Hash 

I arrived at an empty car ark at 4:10 pm and after about 10 minutes Onefer arrived and 

commented on lack of hashers and put this down to poor misdirection referring to the third 

exit of the Klong Road roundabout.  Jock Twat made a call to enquire where the run site was 

from the Windmill Restaurant and arrived shortly thereafter.  By 4:50 the numbers had 

increased to 28.  Two later arrivals, Lief and Nina making a total 30. 

The Hares addressed the pre-hash circle with misinformation on the trails.  Two trails a walk 

and a Rambo, but as the walk was probably short for some the Rambo trail was recommended.  

No paper to the start so follow Hare Sodomy to the first paper.  The same on the way back 

when you reach the road but no Hare.  No major hazards, a few yappy dogs, no fences, some 

cows.  Paper on the right and maybe one or two false trails. 

The TRAIL to the Split 

With the Hares misinformation in mind the pack set off up the road in a northly direction 

guided by Hare Sodomy for 750 m to the first paper on the left.  The trail skirted beside a 

lake before turning right and passing through a tree plantation and coming out at the first 

check by a mango plantation.  From previous memory of this area I predicted the trail would 

lead out of the top left corner of the plantation.  This was confirmed by Mudman who had 

returned to break the check in the right direction to help the slower walkers.  From here the 

trail continued through knee high grass to another check.  As luck would have it the surrounding 

vegetation was only have metre high and the trail was eventually found some 200 m away and 

marked by hound waving both hands in the air.  From here we passed another pond and came 

across another check.  With hounds looking in several directions no On On was heard from the 

front runners but eventually Screwdriver who had headed towards the mosque found paper 

some 200 m away from the check.  Following the trail along the side of a fence we eventually 

came to the Rambo/Walk split 2.8 km from the start.  The Rambo’s headed left and the walkers 

to the right. 

The Rambo Trail 

As there was some big function going on at the mosque and many coaches parked on the right-

hand side of the road it was difficult to find paper.  Having gone 500 m down this road paper 

was found on the left side and Hare Sodomy advised that we must have missed the trail 

somewhere as this was the on in.  Having backtracked without much luck and following a phone  



 

call to Hare Dave the Rave it was confirmed we were headed in the right direction so back 

passing paper on the left to then find paper on the right leading into an open field area.  At 

this point we were three, me (Tinks), Head Ballcock and Hong Ting Tong.  The trail was easier 

to follow with the FRB’s having broken a couple of checks until we came to the dairy farm near 

a lake were, we met Screwdriver and Master Baker.  At this point the trail headed round the 

lake, but as both Screwdriver and Master Baker had already completed this section, they went 

back looking for paper.  It was at this point that Onefer led the FRB’s astray on his own trail 

home.  By the time me, HBC and HTT completed the lake navigation we headed off on paper to 

eventually catch up with Screwdriver and Master Baker.  After completing another 2.1 km from 

the lake and passing through 3 unbroken checks we eventually ran out of paper.  At this point 

we decided to head back to the split and then follow the walkers trail.  Upon reaching the split 

point Hare DTR phoned me to enquire where we were.  We were then advised to continue till 

we reached the merge point and then take the tarmac road right and head back along which we 

would meet Hare DTR walking towards us.  When almost home Hare DTR checked up to see if 

anybody else was missing and it turned out to only be us five.  However Pussy Galore was 

concerned that son Master Baker was rather late returning home but no need to worry, 

Screwdriver was on hand to make sure he got back safely. 

Pre-Circle. 

With the last 5 returning in just under 2 hours and having completed 10.5 km plus it was obvious 

that the other hashers had returned home in a more appropriate time and were will into the 

cold beverage, snacks and general chit chat on the trails in general.  After refreshing on cold 

beer and enjoying some chili beef there were calls for the circle to start.  However not before 

questioning Lief and Nina as to why they missed the start.  It was not as a result of 

misdirection’s but as a result of the traffic controls for the Royals on the bypass during which 

a lady pulled up along side them and accused them of having damaged her car.  After spending 

almost an hour with police and photographic evidence of no damage on their car and only rusty 



damage to the claimant’s car no further action was taken, and they were released to attend 

the hash. 

Down Downs 

Hares:  Dave the Rave & Sodomy 

Hash Snacks:  Dave the Rave 

Onufer’s short cut home from the lake:  Onefer, Cock in a Frock, Brambles & FRB. 

Returners:  Lost Cause, Hermione & Lauren 

Mummy’s Boy:  Pussy Galore & Master Baker 

Superduck:  Mudman and his own trail home. 

Late Arrivals:  Lief & Nina – car damage scam 

Private Party:  Brambles, Superduck (Mudman) & Head Ballcock   

Virgin:  Ruth Zbinden (Swiss) welcomed by RA Colossus 

Update on Crash victims Ballbanger and Buttout:  Rubber Duck & Onefer 

Next weeks CAH3 Run: Onefer – on Route 1010 near the Billabong Restaurant   

 

On After 

The on after was held at the Windmill Restaurant and was attended by around 14 hashers. 

On On 

Tinks 


